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BILL TIBBETTS (continued)

Young Bill did his best to see it all. On horseback and on foot he traversed the canyons 
and the mesas, exploring ruins, climbing to the top of rocky overlooks, peeking into dark 
caves and fissures in the rocks, following watercourses and game trails over the can-
yon rims. He traveled the cowboy and outlaw trails, discovering where they began and 
where they ended. He learned to navigate the canyon country and keep track of where 
he was by keeping a bearing on the sun and prominent landmarks on the horizon. His 
guideposts were the snowy tips of the La Sal Mountains to the east, the Blue Mountains 
to the south, the hazy peaks of the Henry Mountains far to the southwest, and the long 

in the rocks, and eagles nesting on the mesa tops. The world was new and the whole 
country waited impatiently to be explored.

ridge of the Book Cliffs to the north. At night, while camping out for weeks on end, he 
memorized the night sky, watching the constellations circle the North Star as the moon 
pirouetted through her phases.

As a boy, Bill learned to survive in the desert. His uncles taught him to follow game 
trails to find hidden sources of water deep in the canyons, and he learned to dig in the 
damp sand against the ledges to tease a drink of water from a tiny seep of a spring. He 
learned which desert plants were edible and which ones would kill a horse. He learned 
to dig sego bulbs and Indian potatoes, how to gather pinyon nuts and eat a prickly pear 
cactus. He learned how to catch a rabbit by using a forked stick or a length of barbed 
wire to pull it from its den. He learned to trap, hunt, and prepare wild game for the 
cooking pot. He learned how to camp and sleep comfortably at night without a bedroll 
or blankets. He discovered that he could go all day without a drink of water, and two 
or three days without food, if he had to. Growing up on the desert made him tough and 
self-reliant.

By his mid-teenage years, Bill was a survivalist. He could live on the desert like an 
ancient Paiute, relying solely on wit, instinct, and woodcraft. His survival skills and inti-
mate knowledge of the canyon country would serve him well in the years to come.
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THE ZEPHYR BACKBONE--Pt 2
October/November 2015
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